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We propose a model of interacting mobile agents as a means of constructing social networks. We
show that this models is capable of producing ‘realistic’ social networks, but that these realistic
networks are short-lived. We investigate the dynamical behavior of the model, and find evidence of
a phase transition and velocity scaling with component size.

I. INTRODUCTION

In its barest form, a network exists as a set of vertices
and a set of edges connecting them. Mapping real-world
objects to vertices and particular relations between them
to edges, the structure of a real-world system can be in-
vestigated as a network. Real-world systems studied as
networks include the Internet, the World Wide Web, or-
ganizational and business networks, transportation sys-
tems, distribution networks, food webs, metabolic net-
works, social networks of acquaintanceship or other rela-
tions, networks of coauthorship and citations in academic
papers, and many others. A good review of the field and
general techniques used in its study can be found in [1].

For systems whose low-level structure can be thor-
oughly described in terms of simple dyadic relationships,
a network model provides a full structural description.
The Internet, a system of routers that transfer infor-
mation between one another over physically extant data
channels, is a good example. Other systems can be ex-
pressed and fruitfully analyzed as networks, but with
some degree of loss in conversion. As a model of a social
structure, a friendship network amongst a group of peo-
ple suffers from both the narrowness and breadth of its
scope. A social structure is composed of much more than
just friendships between its members, and friendship it-
self is a decidedly subjective relation, spanning a broad
range of significance for even a single observer. A friend-
ship network might give insight into the functioning of a
society, but does not define or constrain that society in
the same way as a network of data lines constrains the
internet.

When looking at the evolution and growth of a real-
world network, then, it would seem crucial to consider
what level of systematic detail the network represents.
Systems like the internet whose core structure is eas-
ily represented as a network should admit network-based
models of their evolution. Such models might reasonably
evolve a representative network recursively, solely in re-
sponse to the network itself. In contrast, a system where
a network representation constitutes a narrow view of
a much richer structure should not look to the network
alone in describing the system’s – and therein the net-
work’s – evolutionary trajectory.

This is a tall order, one that has not been met in the
literature. Generally, models of network growth include
the continual addition of edges or vertices to some initial
network substrate under some preferential attachment

scheme. The particular preferential attachment rule is
designed either to generate a graph with certain statis-
tical characteristics, or to capture premises of the mod-
eled system by dictating how an individual edge might
form in response to its network neighborhood. Some of
these models are well-conceived (see [2]), and capture
many of the empirical network qualities of the systems
they represent. In restricting their growth mechanisms to
network-endemic qualities, though, such models deny the
contribution of the rest of their system’s rich structure.

To explore the sorts of networks that might arise from
a system defined only secondarily by way of its network
structure, we propose a dynamical model of a social sys-
tem. In our model, agents’ network relationships define
their dynamical coupling in a social space, which leads to
a system affected – but no defined – by network structure.
Observing the evolution of networks in this model, we
evaluate its usefulness as a representation of real-world
social systems and as a unique dynamical system.

II. SOCIAL SPACE PREMISE

FIG. 1: After collision, agents in a social space might stay in
touch. This could be mediated quite naturally via an attrac-
tive force between them.

Our model relies primarily upon the idea of a social
space in which individuals reside. In general, such a
space would be of arbitrarily high dimension, with bases
representing orthogonal social characteristics and a met-
ric that provided some reasonable notion of the ‘social
distance’ between any two points. Bases vectors might
map to literal spatial position, political and philosophi-
cal opinion, taste in art, food, music, and leisure activity,
and any number of other characteristics in which people
or other animals’ social proximity could be evaluated.

A collision in such a space would represent a sort of
meeting of the minds, in which two individuals physically
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bump into each other and find (if they happen to strike a
up conversation) that their interests, opinions and aspi-
rations overlap. Such a collision – or even a near collision
– between a pair of individuals would represent a chance
for a social connection to form between them. While
the colliding individuals’ trajectories might lead them in
different directions after that initial acquaintance, the
connection established between them might draw them
toward one another thereafter, as shown in Fig. 1. This
connection would have the strongest influence when the
social distance between two individuals was small, and
gradually expire if the individuals’ interests diverged too
far and for too long.

III. THE MODEL

To model this social system, we make a number of
simplifying assumptions. First, we embed our agents in
a bounded two-dimensional space. This space is pre-
sumed to be the projection of a high-dimensional so-
cial space in which two-dimensional cartesian distance
most closely tracks the nebulous ‘social distance’ dis-
cussed above. Each agent begins its life unconnected, at
a random position traveling in a random direction at unit
speed within the space. Collisions between unconnected
agents in this two-dimensional space always result in a
connection. Connected agents attract each other as 1/r,
where r is the cartesian distance between them. Agents’
connections decay in time proportional to r, but are re-
freshed upon each new collision.

To explore the model, the system is parameterized by
the number of agents, n, the spatial density of the agents,
ρ, a coupling force constant, F , and a connection strength
decay rate, α. System size is scaled by ρ and n in the
usual fashion under the assumption that each agent oc-
cupies a disc of unit diameter. xi and yi catalog the
position of each agent, with velocity recorded in ẋi and
ẏi. System time is represented as t. Time is advanced
in irregular increments dt, which is varied based on the
maximum relative velocity of any pair of agents so as to
freeze the system on each conceivable collision. At each
time step, agent positions are advanced according to their
velocities:

xi = xi + ẋidt

yi = yi + ẏidt

t = t + dt

To evaluate collisions and interaction forces, vector and
scalar distances between each agent are calculated:

∆xij = xj − xi

∆yij = yj − yi

∆rij =
√

∆x2
ij + ∆y2

ij

A connection strength matrix, Aij , catalogs the robust-
ness of connections between agents, and is augmented
on each collision. Agents are said to collide when the
distance between them, ∆rij , is less than 1. As agents
do not properly collide with themselves, we remove the
diagonal contribution of ∆rij :

Aij = Aij + ((∆rij < 1)− I)

To pull connected agents toward one another, we con-
struct ẍij and ÿij , antisymmetric matrices whose ijth

entries are the acceleration of the ith agent due to its
connection with the jth agent. Coupling acclerations are
directed so as to be strictly attractive with magnitude
F/r, and occur only between agents connected in the
network according to Aij :

ẍij = (Aij > 0)(∆xij/∆rij)(F/∆rij)

ÿij = (Aij > 0)(∆yij/∆rij)(F/∆rij)

Agent velocities are augmented by net acceleration:

ẋi = ẋi +
∑

j

ẍijdt

ẏi = ẏi +
∑

j

ÿijdt

So as to keep the global agent density constant, agents
must be contained within the bounds of the system. To
enforce this, the trajectories of agents within a collision
distance of any system boundary are reflected.

As a final step in evaluation of the system at each time
step, the connection strength matrix is made to decay
proportional to the distance separating each connected
agent:

Aij = Aij − α∆rij(Aij > 0)dt

To simulate the system’s evolution, the above procedure
is iterated an arbitrary number of times. Data can be
recorded compactly as a time series of network statistics
or more verbosely as a full record of instantaneous agent
position, velocity, and connection state.

IV. SOCIAL NETWORK RESULTS

Networks that are qualitatively similar can vary im-
mensely in their particular makeup. To make compar-
isons between different networks we look to their large-
scale statistical characters. In social networks, one gen-
erally finds that the distribution of vertex degrees (the
number of vertices any particular vertex is directly con-
nected to) is peaked about some intermediate value,
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falling off with a long tail to the right. Vertices in a
social network tend to be clustered into ‘communities’
wherein mutual connectivity is higher than usual, and
the distance between any two vertices is generally quite
short regardless of common community membership (the
‘small world’ phenomena, a thorough treatment of which
can be found in [3, 4]). An example of an empirically
measured social network is shown as Fig. 2.

FIG. 2: Network of associations between dolphins living in
Doubtful Sound, New Zealand [5], and the degree distribution
thereof.

Observing the behavior of our social system model
under various combinations of control parameters n, ρ,
F and α, we find that the resultant networks tend to-
ward one of two extremes, shown schematically as Fig.
3. When the ratio α/ρ of decay rate to agent density is
relatively high, large-scale network structures tend not
to form. When this ratio tips low, the majority of agents
glom together into a single highly-connected component.
Neither of these cases is particularly interesting.

In a narrow band of state space that captures the tran-
sition between these qualitative extremes we begin to find
structures that resemble real-world social networks. Figs.
4 and 5 show arbitrarily selected snapshots from a sin-
gle simulation under a parameter set n = 45, ρ = 0.09,
F = 27, and α = 3.0. In both figures, we see that a
single network component dominates the system. Com-
munity structure is apparent on visual examination and
in the graph statistical clustering coefficient (defined as
the fraction of continuous vertex trios that are fully con-
nected). Graph distances are small, and the degree dis-
tribution is both centrally peaked and long-tailed.

The ability to consistently produce such structures
would seem be an enormous success for our model. Look-

FIG. 3: Examples of the highly disconnected and highly con-
nected networks generated through the majority of the model
space.

FIG. 4: System state, network degree distribution, and local
statistical time series in the neighborhood of t = 1090 for
a social system simulated under the parameter set n = 45,
ρ = 0.09, F = 27, and α = 3.0.

ing to the local time series accompanying Figs. 4 and 5,
though, we see that these particular structures are not
stable. Fig. 6 shows a large-scale time series for the sys-
tem. While this particular parameter set is clearly ca-
pable of generating spanning network components with
interesting degree distributions and community structure
(as shown directly in Figs. 4 and 5 and implicitly by the
relative height of component size vs. mean degree peaks
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in the time series of Figs. 4, 5 and 6), these large com-
ponents regularly fracture, as shown by frequent rise and
fall of average component size in the time series. Verbose
time series of system state (available in flipbook form on
next printing) confirm this diagnosis.

FIG. 5: System state, network degree distribution, and local
statistical time series in the neighborhood of t = 1368 for
a social system simulated under the parameter set n = 45,
ρ = 0.09, F = 27, and α = 3.0.

Social networks do change through time, and so the
simple fact of our model’s dynamic behavior is a point of
merit. Whether real social networks fracture and form on
the same scales and frequencies as found in our model is
another matter. To the best of our knowledge, detailed
empirical evidence of social network behavior through
time does not exist (measuring a social network once is
a major undertaking in and of itself, making a series of
regular measurements which might form a detailed evolu-
tionary record unfeasible). But even in the absence of re-
futing data, it seems unlikely that the speed and violence
with which the above networks rearrange themselves is
realistic.

Looking to another band of the parameter space that
separates highly connected and highly disconnected uni-
verses (specifically, the parameter set n = 45, ρ = 0.01,
F = 9, and α = 0.11) , we find network structures that

FIG. 6: Full time series of mean and std. degree, and aver-
age component size for a social system simulated under the
parameter set n = 45, ρ = 0.09, F = 27, and α = 3.0.

are more stable, as shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9. Unfortu-
nately, however, these networks are much less interesting
than the transient networks seen in Figs. 4 and 5. Com-
paring the snapshots of Figs. 7 and 8 with the large-scale
time series of Fig. 9, we surmise that, under this partic-
ular set of parameters, the system is capable of getting
stuck in mild versions either one of our uninteresting con-
nectivity extrema (see Fig. 3).

The results shown in Figs. 4-9 highlight two more sub-
tle extrema found of the model’s behavior. In both cases,
the time averaged size of the largest component is about
half the system size, removing the behavior from the
strictly uninteresting behavior seen in Fig. 3.

In the high ρ, high α case (Figs. 4 - 6), the high
decay rate makes all connections relatively short-lived.
High agent density keeps the system from becoming fully
disconnected by elevating rate of formation of new con-
nections. This combination makes for loosely-connected,
continually changing networks that sometimes span the
system.

In the case of low ρ and low α parameters (Figs. 7 -
9), connections are formed at a lower rate but last much
longer. The long spells of high and low connectivity seen
under this parameter set can be attributed most directly
to the system’s low overall density. As seen in Fig. 7,
the agent density in a large components is much higher
than the agent density outside that component. As a
result, agents that are members of a large component
collide with other members of the component quite often,
while collisions involving non-member agents (whether
non-members with members or non-members with one
another) are infrequent. When a large component does
exist, then, it tends to persist. Likewise, disconnected
states tend to remain that way.
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FIG. 7: System state, network degree distribution, and local
statistical time series in the neighborhood of t = 1368 for
a social system simulated under the parameter set n = 45,
ρ = 0.01, F = 9, and α = 0.01.

V. DYNAMICAL SYSTEM RESULTS

The model’s propensity for building highly connected
and highly disconnected networks suggests that there
may be a phase transition in the parameter space between
these two macroscopic metastates. With four control
parameters and a computationally intensive simulation
procedure, a full exploration of the state space was not
undertaken. Instead, we focused our attentions on the
region of the parameter space that seemed to give ‘inter-
esting’ results, specifically parameter sets under which
generated networks were neither highly connected nor
highly disconnected. To explore the system’s behavior
over a broad region of the parameter space, a set of pa-
rameter sets P was constructed as:

P = n× ρ× F × α

where n, ρ and F are single parameter lists varying over
a wide range:

n = {40, 60, 90, 135, 202}

ρ = {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.06, 0.09}

FIG. 8: System state, network degree distribution, and local
statistical time series in the neighborhood of t = 1368 for
a social system simulated under the parameter set n = 45,
ρ = 0.01, F = 9, and α = 0.01.

F = {1, 3, 6, 9, 18, 27}

α = {α0.3, α0.5, α0.7}

The final parameter, αq, is varied in context with the
other parameters in a particular p ∈ P so that the time-
averaged size of largest component in the system is ap-
proximately qn. In particular, αq was chosen via binary
search under parameter sets p = (90, ρ, F, α) by repeated
simulation of the system with fixed n, ρ, and F such
that simulations under p yielded time-averaged compo-
nent sizes of approximately 90q.

For each parameter set p ∈ P , we accumulated com-
ponent size data in 4 lengthy, independent simulations.
From these simulations, we were able to cleanly observe
n as a control parameter of the system. As n is the
only parameter grouped independently from the other
parameters (α was actively tailored to each ρ and F pair),
though, system dependence on ρ, F , and α is somewhat
confused, as shown in Fig. 10. We can develop some idea
of specific parameter dependencies via multiple regres-
sion of the exponents under the assumption of a separa-
bility. Fixing the exponent of n, such an analysis tells us
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FIG. 9: Full time series of mean and std. degree, and aver-
age component size for a social system simulated under the
parameter set n = 45, ρ = 0.01, F = 9, and α = 0.01.

FIG. 10: Time-averaged giant component size vs. control
parameters in the transitional region of the parameter space.
Color connects simulations with the same number of agents,
easily deduced from the plot top-left.

that that 〈G〉, the average size of the giant component
scales like:

〈G〉 ∝ n1ρ0.59F 0.33α−0.52

These exponents are stem from unjustified assumptions
of the functional form of 〈G〉, and cannot be interpreted
precisely. Their signs, however, are consistent with in-
tuition, asserting that the size of the largest component
scales positively with the number of agents, agent den-
sity, and coupling force intensity, and inversely with de-
cay rate.

The muddling choice of P with respect to ρ, F and α
was motivated by our desire to investigate the possibil-
ity of a phase transition between highly connected and
highly disconnected network states. If a phase transition
existed, we would expect to see the size of the largest
graph component scale with the number of agents, be-

FIG. 11: Linearization of time-averaged giant component size
vs. control parameters. Color connects simulations with the
same number of agents, easily deduced from the plot top-left
of Fig. 10.

FIG. 12: Mean fractional giant component size vs. system size
for various parameter sets. Each vertical set of data points
shows the mean fractional giant component size for a particu-
lar set of parameters ρ, F , and α for various system sizes n as
coded in the legend. The top plot shows data from simulations
in which the giant component includes approximately 1/3 of
the agents in the system, while the bottom plot shows data
from trials in which approximately 3/5 of the system’s agents
form a single component. Between the two graphs, columns
correspond in ρ and F , and differ in α (For corresponding
columns between the two graphs, αtop/αbottom ≈ 1.5).
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ginning at particular threshold threshold surfaces in a
reduced (n - free) parameter space. Scaling n indepen-
dently and choosing ρ, F and α as packages in P al-
lows for the observation of such scaling, but with a pea
shooter’s precision in finding the position of a phase tran-
sition. Our method cannot define this transition surface,
but it can provide evidence as to its existence.

Figure 12 shows component size scaling for p ∈ P .
Data are arranged so that 〈G(p)〉/n in the same verti-
cal column come from simulations with the same ρ, F ,
and α. Between top and bottom plots, the parameter
families of corresponding columns vary in α only, with
alpha chosen such that 〈G(p)〉/n ≈ 0.3 in the top plot
and 〈G(p)〉/n ≈ 0.7 in the bottom plot. On one side of
the phase transition, we would expect 〈G(p)〉/n to con-
verge in each column, while on the other side it should
not. In general the top plot does not show convergence of
〈G(p)〉/n with increasing n, while the bottom plot does.
This strongly suggests the presence of a phase transition,
and puts loose bounds on its location in parameter space.

FIG. 13: Velocity scaling. Mean-squared velocity of con-
nected agents vs. size of the connected component to which
the agents belong, shown for simulations under various sets
of parameters. Graphs in the same column represent simula-
tions with the same number of agents, n, but different ρ, F ,
and α. Graphs in the same row represent simulations with
differing n but same ρ, F , and α.

Besides indications of a phase transition, we see in-
teresting dynamics in the scaling of agent velocity vs.
component size. Fig. 13 shows mean squared velocity of
agents in the same component vs. component size un-
der various parameter sets p. For components of size less
than about 30, the envelope of agent velocities scales as
the approximate inverse of component size. For larger
components, agent velocity scales positively with com-
ponent size. The reason for these two scaling regimes is
not immediately apparent.

VI. FURTHER WORK

Our model shows that a dynamical system with heuris-
tically derived interaction rules is capable of generating
networks with interesting qualities. The instability of
these interesting structures serves as its major hobble for
our model as a representation of social dynamics in par-
ticular, but these structures’ very existence should moti-
vate further exploration. In closing, we discuss a possible
adaptation of the model, and and a few unexplored tech-
niques for its study.

Ideally we would like to generate network configura-
tions that were both interesting and semi-stable. In the
transitional zone between model spaces generating fully
connected and fully disconnected networks (Figs. 4 - 9),
we found interesting but unstable networks, and stable
but uninteresting networks. One means of making the
stable but uninteresting networks more interesting would
be to introduce a secondary mechanism for connection
removal.

In the highly-connected networks generated under low
ρ, low α parameter combinations, there tend to be a few
agents that are connected with almost everyone. Presum-
ably, such a catalogue of connections takes time to accu-
mulate, and in context of a social system that time might
exceed the reasonable lifetime of an agent. By declaring
a ‘lifetime’ for agents within the system, it is conceivable
that agents with very high degree could be periodically
culled from the system. To keep population constant,
these ‘dead’ agents could be reborn elsewhere in the sys-
tem and begin anew. This would have a destabilizing
effect on the internal organization of highly connected
structures, an effect that might push them further to-
ward ‘interesting’ states without making them transient.
As members of real social systems do periodically come
and go (people are born and die, move from one city to
another, etc.), this would make a reasonable addition to
the model.

Initial versions of the simulation program were not op-
timized for performance. As a result, most of our initial
simulations were undertaken with fewer than 100 agents.
Later simulations – taking data intended to investigate a
network phase transition – included up to 200 agents.
Ideally, we would like to investigate large systems of
1000+ agents. The suite of statistical measures recorded
for the smaller initial simulations were not recorded in the
larger phase transition simulations. Nevertheless, snap-
shots of system state suggest that the behavior of large
systems might be quite different from that of smaller sys-
tems. The change in velocity scaling law for graph com-
ponents containing more than ∼ 35 agents (See Fig. 13)
lends quantitative support.

To investigate the behavior of larger systems would re-
quire an update of the simulation program and novel data
extraction tools. In general, model systems are not fully
connected. For small systems, one can often identify a
single graph component dominating the system. In this
case, analyses might reasonably focus on the changing
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properties of that single component. In a larger system,
however, there are often multiple components of inter-
est. Identifying these components is simple enough, but
tracking them through time is more difficult. A simple
approach to the question of a structure’s changing iden-
tity might revolve around continuity of membership. A
connected group of agents might be said to be continuous
through time if it undergoes only small changes in mem-
bership at each time step. But what if two large compo-
nents connect, or a single component splits? Are these
new components to be regarded as truly new, or simply
as the changing face of some previously existing compo-
nent? What if two components connect and then later
disconnect? While a simple view of a system’s global
statistics would ivariably prove interesting, observation

that tracked the statistical properties each continuously
existing structure through time would provide far more
insight.
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